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Products
Integrated App and API Security Platform

Platform overview
A single platform for everything app and API security


API Attack Surface Management Product
Comprehensive perspective on and control over the API attack surface.

	API Leak Management



Cloud-Native WAAP Product
Web application and API protection (WAAP) in any customer environment — all via one integrated platform.


Open Source Projects

Advanced API Security Product
Fastest, most efficient way to find and stop API attacks.

	API Discovery

	API Security Testing

	API Abuse Prevention

	Credential Stuffing Detection









Platform benefits

	Integrations

	Deployment


Book a Demo

You can start in minutes with our complete app and API Security Platform. Let our engineers guide you through the process.


Book a demo
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By NEED

Discover All APIs

Detect All Attacks

Test APIs For Security Issues


By industry

Technology companies

Healthcare

Fintech

Ecommerce


By platform

AWS

GCP

Azure

Kubernetes

Kong

MuleSoft
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Resources

Resource Library

Case Studies

Whitepapers

Reports

Videos

Webinars

Blog


Learning Center

Documentation

API Specs

Support
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Legal & media

Security Bug Bounty Program

Software License Agreement

Service Level Agreement

Media Assets


WALLARM

About Us

Partners

Press

Careers
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We use cookies to access, analyse and store information such as the characteristics of your device as well as certain personal data (IP addresses, navigation usage, geolocation data or unique identifiers). The processing of your data serves various purposes: Analytics cookies allow us to analyse our performance to offer you a better online experience and evaluate the efficiency of our campaigns. Personalisation cookies give you access to a customised experience of our website with usage-based offers and support. Finally, Advertising cookies are placed by third-party companies processing your data to create audiences lists to deliver targeted ads on social media and the internet. You may freely give, refuse or withdraw your consent at any time using the link provided at the bottom of each page.
Analytics	Monitor website traffic and optimize your user experience
	Evaluate which marketing channels are performing better
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Trucker Path Case Study

Trucker Path deals with time-sensitive business-critical information, both from their broker partners and from their mobile application users. It needed “a strong security solution in place to make sure our data is safe and secure.
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Trucker Path exists to make freight transportation fast, reliable, and efficient by bringing the most advanced technology to its community. Since 2013, Trucker Path has offered a logistics platform that connects carriers, shippers, and brokers in a single marketplace while also providing logistical, factoring, and navigational services. With 35% of US Class 8 (big rig) truckers and growing, Trucker Path is innovating the legacy 700 B+ Trucking Industry, aiming to eliminate inefficiencies in transportation.
Customer stack:
	AWS EC2 instances in multiple regions
	Closure and Scala-based codebase
	Orchestration with Ansible and Consul
	Micro-services infrastructure

The objective
Trucker Path is America’s fastest-growing platform for the trucking industry, providing navigational assistance and truckload sourcing. On a daily basis, Trucker Path deals with time-sensitive business-critical information, both from their broker partners and from their mobile application users. It needed “a strong security solution in place to make sure our data is safe and secure.”
The solution
Trucker Path’s requirement was a solution that was easy to install, test, and operate. 
During the planning stages, Trucker Path designed their data flows to architect Wallarm into their routing and load-balancing layers, and in the end “it wasn’t too much hassle.” 
The Trucker Path DevOps team almost always prefers to start small, test, and only then move into production and the expansion of the implementation. Wallarm presales and PoC support allowed Trucker Path to test the system and gain confidence in it before purchasing and deploying it. 
Not only does Wallarm provide good ongoing support, it is also easy to operate and to integrate with existing infrastructure automation tools. In the case of Trucker Path, it was integrated with an Ansible automation system.
Another factor in selecting Wallarm was the ease of deployment in AWS infrastructure. Wallarm fully supports AWS for running Wallarm nodes that are even available as AMI images.
Since Trucker Path initially started working with Wallarm 15 months ago, it has already increased the number of filtration nodes to keep up with the increasing volume of application data.
The result
With more than 600,000 active users and growing, Trucker Path continues to rely on Wallarm for application protection. After being deployed, Wallarm soon found some vulnerabilities in the Trucker Path system that were quickly fixed, reducing the risk both for Trucker Path and its partners.
Wallarm’s low false positive rate allows Trucker Path’s DevOps and infrastructure team to focus on their core competencies while ongoing security is automated and does not require active involvement of security professionals or manual security signature filtering.
The summary
Needed a reliable security solution to make sure that fast-growing volumes of partners’ data are safe and secure.
Solution had to protect both applications and APIs from OWASP Top 10 threats. 
Main reason for selecting Wallarm was ease of use and installation in microservices architecture Wallarm works well in AWS infrastructure and integrates with existing orchestration and monitoring tools.

In the 15 months of using the Wallarm solution in our AWS infrastructure, we have seen already low false positive rates come down even further and had no security breaches. Wallarm’s product works well; it is really easy to install and get up and running quickly. - Andrey Neverov, Head of Engineering









Trusted by the world’s most innovative companies:

15 min

To unboard and view secutity results

“I needed cloud security tooling that could get me visibility fast. Wallarm answers all my visibility needs within minutes — across multiple clouds.”


500K

per year in const savings

“With Wallarm, we've been able to scale API protection to the scale we need and manage with our infrastructure as a code approach.”


100%

visibility into multi-cloud environments

“With Wallarm, we've been able to scale API protection to the scale we need and manage with our infrastructure as a code approach.”



















Ready to protect your APIs?

Wallarm helps you develop fast and stay secure.


Get a demo




Wallarm Products & Platform

Integrated App and API Security PlatformAdvanced API SecurityCloud-Native WAAPAPI DiscoveryAPI Security TestingAPI Leak ManagementIntegrationsDeployment

Solutions by Need

Discover All APIsDetect All AttacksTest APIs For Security Issues

Solutions by Industry

API Security for HealthcareAPI Security for FintechAPI Security for RetailAPI Security for Technology

Solutions by Cloud

AWSGCPAzureKubernetes

Resources

Resource LibraryAPI Security TutorialWhitepapersDatasheetsCase StudiesWebinarsLearning CenterCloud Native Products 101GlossarySupport

Featured Resources

2024 API ThreatStats™ ReportAPI Security ChecklistTop Five Challenges in Protecting APIsA CISO's Guide to Cloud Application SecurityWallarm for Kubernetes

Learn Wallarm

DocumentationAPI specsTerraform Provider
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